
  
 

MYSTERIOUS CHECKLIST 

 
The image looks as if the photographer took it at the crest of 

a hill looking up at a fence. But on closer look, there are 

disturbances in the image (a stick, a leaf floating). You can 

now see that the image is a reflection in water. It's also 

disorientating to the viewer because one would think that the 

photographer would be reflected in the water, but they are 

not shown because the final image is inverted. The 

photograph was taken at Crow's Woods, Haddonfield. 

 

 
This shot was taken during a photo shoot for my friend's 

family. We were at a playground, grabbing some shots, and 

Grace was looking off in the distance. At the time, I thought 

nothing of the shots from this series, until I looked at the 

photos later that night - that was when I realized I had 

grabbed a unique and stark portrait of beautiful Grace. I can't 

tell you what she was thinking, or who/what she was looking 

at, but whatever it was, I was lucky to capture the moment. 

 

 
Often occurrences seem to meld together, forming an almost 

surreal formation. The vastness of our universe, the 

intricacies of our innermost being, both unexplored 

territories of unfathomable complexities. What heights could 

be reached if knowledge of these were achieved?  

 

 
On a cool night, the light from the heavens shines down as I 

captured the moonlight cascading down to the earth. The 

stars seem to sparkle and dance as they illuminate the 

background. If you look closely, you can see the “Seven 

Sisters” Pleiades waltzing within the glow with Jupiter as its 

dance partner. 

 
Cape May National Wildlife Refuge in November is a place of 

solitude and wonder. While walking the trails, I was taken 

with the dark brown and soft white natural beauty of the Cat 

Tails gently dispersing their seedlings.  

 

 
Early morning exploration of Blue River, near Corydon, 

Indiana 

 

 
Hand of female Sumatran orangutan at St. Louis Zoo. She had 

been sitting with her mate eating apples, but wandered off 

towards the glass in front of where I was standing. Since this 

photo was taken, “Merah” has given birth to daughter, 

“Ginger.” The zoo held a contest to name the baby. 

  

 
As the fog descends, the weeping willow's arms stretch out 

and bend down knowing it is destined to  stay where it is but 

realizing for the first time that it has a purpose because the 

dense fog dares not pass by it's protective arms that guard an 

important area-- my parking spot.  

 

 
Do you dare risk a glance into the dark mirror in a tiny 

bedroom on the third floor of a very old cottage on Martha's 

Vineyard?  It reflects nothing and is said to be a portal into 

another dimension from which few have returned. 

Splintered Reflection 

Danielle Rochford 

2008, chromogenic print 

$20 

Grace 

Patrick J. Rodio 

2011, gelatin silver print 

not for sale 

Parallel Universe 

Michael Anthony Spitz 

2014, laser print  

$80 

Celestial Glow 

Anthony Malave 

2013, chromogenic print 

$125 

The Fog and The Dwarf 

Pat Fitzgerald 

2015, chromogenic print  

$150 

Fall Tails 

Ruth Haines 

2014, Ink transfer to metal 

$85 

Blue River 

Lori Jo Jamieson 

2014, chromogenic print 

$75 

Merah 

Lori Jo Jamieson 

2014, chromogenic print 

$40 

Martha's Vineyard 

Ellie Wright 

2008, laser print 

$100 



  
 

MYSTERIOUS CHECKLIST 

 
As billowing clouds moved swiftly across the November sky, 

the sun seemed to be overcome by them, its light striving to 

poke through the thickening density. As I walked out on the 

wooden dock, to my amazement, it seemed as if I were 

walking among the clouds, as their puffy softness reflected up 

from the glassy water below.  

 

 
This image is of one of the Barber’s Chairs from Eastern State 

Penitentiary.  I have captured the base image digitally and on 

multiple film formats.  I have been experimenting with a 

modern version of the Tin Type and felt that based on the 

original images it would make a good Tin Type.  The thing 

about the Tin type process is that you never get the same 

image twice because of variability in the process of coating 

the plate that the image is printed on.  So each time you print 

a good one you get a unique image. 

 

 
The port was for regular treatments of chemo therapy . 

Rather then put an IV in an arm each time they implant a port 

under the skin attached to a catheter which goes into a large 

vein in the neck.The chemo  needle is inserted into the round 

disk each time treatment is administered. 

 

 
Peaceful Pink transforms a single flower into a portal 

unleashing the imagination. The contrasting pink and white 

colors provoke a sense of peace and harmony. 

 
The idea of being able to control the uncontrollable is 

fascinating to me.  In this image I wanted to create the 

illusion that it is possible to control the sun and hold it in your 

hands or in this case, ‘juggle the light.’  Various painting with 

light techniques were used to illuminate the subject and to 

create the balls of light.   

 

 
As a lover of antique, rusty, old and worn these vintage jump 

ropes speak to me! I can only imagine the smiles they 

brought as they moved through the air at break-speed! 

Retired on an old ladder they still have lots of charm and can 

be removed at any time and jump into action again! 

 

 
While visiting the San Francisco aquarium this, sea anemone, 

flower of the sea was calling attention to itself by moving its 

tentacles in dance like fashion. Beauty to the human but 

deadly to other sea creatures innocently swimming by. The 

rhythmic movements seemed to be moving to a underwater 

symphony, calling for a photograph to capture its mysterious 

allure. 

 

 

A Walk Among the Clouds 

Susan Spitz 

2014, chromogenic Color 

$125 

Who’s Next? 

Joseph Gilchrist 

2014, tin type 

$500 

Chemo Port 

Wayne Klaw 

2014, archival inkjet print 

$300 

Peaceful Pink 

Patricia S. Worley 

2014, inkjet print 

$175 

Juggling the Light 

Patricia S. Worley 

2014, inkjet print 

$175 

Just Jump! 

Cynthia Guerra 

2015, laser print 

$125 

Friendly 

Vera Resnik 

2014, chromogenic print 

$350 

MYSTERIOUS Abstract 

Harry Stainrook, Ltd 

2014, inkjet print  

$110, Limited Edition 1/230 

 



  
 

MYSTERIOUS CHECKLIST 

 
I became aware of a man lying on the sidewalk across the 

street as I sat down at a sidewalk café on the left bank rue 

Lobineau in Paris. A moment later a party of four: a pregnant 

woman, a man, a younger woman, and a boy come into view. 

They pause briefly; their facial expressions varying from 

distress to laughter The dog serves as counter-point to the 

ambiguous people scene. 

 

 
This photo was taken on Blvd. St. Germain, a busy left bank 

shopping thoroughfare. what appeared to be a neatly dressed 

beggar with scrubbed face and clean fingernails, scanned me, 

as I aimed my camera. She asked in a clear educated French. 

Why, I was photographing her, rather than beautiful young 

women?. When I replied “ Je vous trouve plus interessant!” (I 

find you more interesting!) she smiled. I added 3 Euros to her 

cup. 

 

 
A streak of light coming through a window (out of, and above 

the photo area) streaming onto ceramic tiles on my kitchen 

sink, which have been photographed and manipulated into a 

three dimensional, floating pattern to create the image. 

 

 
The glow from a night light on the hallway wall outside my 

bedroom, taken with my IPhone 6 from inside the room 

which was darkened. 

 
Glencoe, Scotland 

 

 

 
With the skyline of Philadelphia in the background, Native 

Americans from the across the nation stepped onto the lawns 

of The American Swedish Historical Museum at their annual 

“Drums Along the Delaware” powwow.  A powwow, defined 

as a Native American ceremony involving feasting, singing, 

and dancing, was something so new to me, yet minutes from 

my home. It opened my eyes to a whole new culture living 

right next to me, one that was so rich in history and strong in 

identity. The Lenape and Cherokee tribes are in every essence 

of the word a family, gathering together to practice traditions 

unique and beautiful; something I was honored to see for 

myself. The photograph was taken whilst an elaborate dance 

under the hot sun, depicting the artistic customs of the 

Native Americans. However, it simultaneously overlays both a 

literal and figurative shadow on the face of an unrivaled 

people. 

 

 

 
The phrase "Pop's Not Dead" scrawled and splattered it's way 

across Philly last fall (2014). This piece that I captured in 

December in the Loft District has since been covered over. 

 

Street art is far from static in the ever-changing urban jungle.  

Walls are ripped down, taking with them painstakingly 

detailed murals; frustrated landlords whitewash over 

laborious graffiti, and gradually, these impermanent physical 

works become nothing but a distant memory.  However, 

street art and graffiti has escaped geographic and temporal 

constraints through the swift capture and sharing by way of 

photography and the internet.  Street art can be buffed or 

dismantled in an instant, yet, once it’s been photographed, it 

never truly goes away.  The short lifespan of these works 

hardly matters anymore - each piece can be seen by so many 

individuals that the message carries on and, in turn, may 

inspire other similar actions. 

PERPLEXED 

Lionel Goodman 

2013, archival pigmented inkjet 

$300 

BEGGAR?... 

Lionel Goodman 

2012, archival pigmented 

inkjet 

$250 

Número Uno 

Richard Montemurro  

2015, chromogenic print 

$100 

Numero Quattro 

Richard Montemurro  

2015, chromogenic print 

$100 

The Face of an Unfamiliar 

Culture 

Maggie McCutcheon 

2014, pigmented inkjet print 

$60 

Pop's Not Dead 

Laura Storck 

2014, archival pigment print 

$250 

Path to Nowhere 

Anne Boychuck 

2013, inkjet print  

$250 



  
 

MYSTERIOUS CHECKLIST 

 
"Every" is a piece of scripted linoleum that has been 

embedded for several years in the asphalt crosswalk of Kelly 

Drive at the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 

 

 

 
Taken at Sunset from the shore of America's #1 ranked beach 

in Sarasota Florida. As the sun was setting this paddle 

boarder poled by with his faithful companion . 

 

 

 

 
While attending an opening event at Center Square in 

Philadelphia at a project I had worked on for 6 months 

earlier that year I wanted to capture a photo of the new 

skating rink at Dilllworth Plaza. The photo was taken from the 

CEO's office and reflected his new furnishing in the glass 

along with the outside view of City Hall and the newly 

constructed plaza skating rink. Ironically the mayor and most 

of the city council members were at the reception on my side 

of the window...  

 

 

 

 
 

 
This image is from a series titled "A Different Kind of Disney" 

which uncovered an almost creepy view of "the happiest 

place on earth". 

 

 
 

 
 

I am not one to take my surroundings at face value.  When I 

look at flowers and other details in the landscape, I study 

them for their shapes, shades, textures, and in some cases 

movement.  I take pictures that reveal some less-than-

obvious aspect of the object in front of me, in this case, the 

shapes of the garden. The use of monochrome capture 

accentuates the aspects I want to bring out over the mere 

identity of the object.  Using the anthotype technique softens 

the image and removes some of the detail, leaving the 

subject less a concrete thing and more an object for the 

imagination.  My titles tell the viewer where the mystery 

started, but it is up to you to finish the story! 

 

*Anthotype printing is a 19th-century process whereby a 

black-and-white, transparent (originally glass) positive is 

placed over a piece of paper or cloth coated in vegetable dye 

and left in the sun to fade for anywhere between a week and 

several months, depending on the particular plan, the 

weather, etc.  There is no fixative for the process. Although 

dome of the original 1850s prints still exist in a dark archive, 

most fade into oblivion when exposed to continuous, even 

subdued light over time.  My own images combine tech from 

three centuries.  They begin as images shot on negative film 

or by digital capture.  They are printed as positive films made 

on an ink-jet printer, and overlaid on plant-juice-treated 

paper (crushed pansy for “Pansy Ruffles” and crushed azaleas 

for “Tulip Buds”) and left in the sun for several weeks.  When 

the image is fully developed, I scan it and produce the final 

work as an archival pigmented inkjet print. 

Every 

Laura Storck  

2012, archival pigment print 

$250 

Dogs Best Friend  

Whit McGinley 

2014, pigmented inkjet print  

$75 

Inside Out at City Hall 

Whit McGinley 

2014, pigmented inkjet print  

$75 

Cross Dance  

Daniel Anthony 

2013, Inkjet print 

$750  

Untitled 

Sue Reehm 

2013, pigmented inkjet print 

$150 

Pansy Ruffles 

Heather JM Siple 

2014, digital/anthotype hybrid* 

$200 

Tulip Buds 

Heather JM Siple 

2015, digital/anthotype hybrid* 

$150 
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A quiet night in China Town, Philadelphia 

 

 

 

 
Jökulsárlón beach in south-eastern Iceland, photographing 

landward, ie away from the Atlantic Ocean and icebergs. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Idea to use the post production tools to create this blended 

mix of fall colors 

 

 
While walking on paths at Upper Geyser Basin in Yellowstone 

National Park, my niece Dana pondered life in the mist. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Coal Stove, Bodie 

Sandra C. Davis 

2012, cyanotype over gum bichromate 

$350 

Steamer Trunk, Bodie 

Sandra C. Davis 

2012, cyanotype over gum bichromate 

$350 

Red Alley 

Joan Wheeler 

2015, archival inkjet print 

$130 

Oceans Apart  

Gary Koenitzer  

2014, archival pigmented 

inkjet print 

$275  

Autumn Colors 

Marianne Leone 

2013, laser print on canvas 

$90 

She Ponders 

Marianne Leone 

2010, chromogenic print 

$75 

Dance of the Lightning 

Bugs? 

John F McAdams  

2014, chromogenic color print 

$100 for the set of two prints 

Jökulsárlón 

Anne R. Jorgensen 

2013, chromogenic print 

$125 

Not! 

John F McAdams  

2014, chromogenic color print 

$100 for the set of two prints 

High Bar 

Denis Sivack 

2013, archival pigment print 

$800 

Bonnie Rovere 

Warp Speed 

2013, chromogenic color print 

$150 



  
 

MYSTERIOUS CHECKLIST 

 
The ominous formations of the clouds bring us the threat that 

something is brewing on a mid summer's evening. 

 

 

 

 
Mysterious arboreal guardians surround, as if to protect, a 

crypt in an abandoned cemetery. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Both images are Murano glass taken in Venice last fall. I was 

intrigued with the suspension of the "bubble" inside of the 

pieces and the reflections from the exterior surroundings. 

 

 

 

 
Who is this woman? What forced her to hurry along this 

deserted street in the middle of the night? Is she running 

from somebody? Running to somebody?  Or? 

 
During a winter walk the holiday lights were irresistible.  

Adding a long exposure and a twist or two then the lights 

took on an other worldly yet fun effect.  

 

 

 

 
Derek at 12, Haddonfield, NJ 

 

 

 
Vera at 15, Brewster, MA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. 

It is the source of all true art and science.  Albert Einstein  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MYSTERIOUS 

Markeim Arts Center, Haddonfield, NJ 

February 3 to 28, 2015 

 

 

Norm Hinsey, curator 

CREON, 238 E 24 St, New York, NY 

 

special thanks to Whit McGinley 

Son 

Norm Hinsey 

2006, laser print 

$150 

Something Is Brewing 

Aleja Estronza 

2014, laser print 

$95 

Crowded Crypt  

Ed Snyder  

2011, inkjet giclée print on archival paper 

$200 

Mysterious I 

Elisabeth Bard 

2014, archival pigmented 

inkjet print 

$250, edition 1 of 1 

Mysterious II 

Elisabeth Bard 

2014, archival pigmented 

inkjet Print 

$250, edition 1 of 1 

Stranger in the Night 

Samuel Vovsi 

2013, archival inkjet print 

$250 

Burst of Light 

Valerie S. Williams 

2014, laser print 

$125 

Daughter 

Norm Hinsey 

2007, laser print 

$150 


